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International Fog Inc. Receives FM Approval
For New Open Head Deluge Nozzle
York, PA – International Fog Inc. (IFI) announced today that it has received FM approval for the
RC150A and RC150D open head deluge nozzles. These nozzles use the patented IFI fog and rotor
technology. The rotors are designed to optimize the spray pattern and droplet size for a more
effective suppression nozzle. This exciting new technology makes this new series of nozzles more
efficient; producing an even distribution of the desired water droplet size and design density
which results in wider coverage areas and further throw. This efficiency serves to maximize
nozzle spacing creating a safer, more rigid design as well as saving the end user money by
requiring a smaller amount of nozzles. The nozzles are manufactured in America using only the
highest quality materials to ensure durability.
Applications for the nozzle include water deluge systems, water walls for thermal radiation
screening, water mist systems, foam systems, toxic gas mitigation, dust explosion protection,
marine applications, tunnel fire protection, Halon replacement, ship water systems, escape routes
on ship and oil platforms, LNG and LPG tank protection, off shore drilling rigs, transformer fire
protection, flammable liquid storage protection, and much more.
The nozzle technology allows for greater flexibility in design. A water deluge system can either be
designed for general area coverage, or a directed water spray protecting specific equipment. Both
are delivered from fixed pipework and independent fire pumps and provide protection to:





Control pool fires and thus reduce the likelihood of escalation;
Provide cooling of equipment not impinged by jet fires;
Provide a means to apply foam to extinguish hydrocarbon pool fires; and
Limit effects of fires to facilitate emergency response and evacuation escape and rescue
(EER) activities.

About International Fog Inc.
International Fog Inc (IFI) is focused of producing superior application driven products for the
fire industry. Using engineering and innovation, while supplying complementing, informative,
and solution driven services to our customers we have developed more efficient fire suppression
nozzles. For more information on International Fog’s complete line of fire protection products,
please visit www.internationalfog.com or call 1-312-351-5919.

